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Aim:

Ex no: 5 ROLLER SETTING IN INKING SYSTEM

To learnt about the roller setting for inking system.

Inking unit Roller Setting:

The inking unit rollers may set by starting from the plate cylinder and form roller upto
doctor roller setting from duct roller setting from duct roller and oscillating upto plate in the
plate cylinder.

Roller Setting between Plate to the form roller:

1. See the adjustment of forme rollers in the machine.

2. Mount the plate over the plate cylinder with correct packing.

3. Apply the gum over the plate surface and allow it to dry for some time.

4. Ink up the roller in the inking unit.

5. Make the contact of forme rollers over plate surface.

6. Disengage the contact after sometime.

7. Slowly inch the machine and check whether ink from the forme rollers are formed
over the plate in correct length strip with correct width.

8. If all rollers contact points gives correct dense of ink then the pressure set between
the plate and forme rollers is correct.

9. If any of the roller does not give proper dense of ink then that roller must be properly
adjusted and the adjustment must be checked again by the above procedures up to the
correct result have been achieved.
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Setting Form roller to Oscillator:

1. See the adjustments of the roller screws which moves the roller while setting
pressure.

2. The packing sheet is taken and is cut into 12” x 2” strips in six numbers and 12” x 1”
strips in three numbers.

3. The packing sheet which cut should be of 0.05mm thickness.

4. Now the sandwich of film strips is prepared.

5. Sandwiches are prepared in three sets in a way that one 12” x 1” film is inserted
between two 12” x 2” film strips.

6. Each sandwich film strips are inserted between the forme roller and oscillator at two
ends and also in the centre.

7. Now the machine is slowly inched in order to grip the sandwiches between the
rollers.

8. Now the center 12” x 1” film strips are pulled manually for checking the roller
pressure.

9. If the pressure pulled is even and in required level in three ends then the roller
setting is correct.
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10. We can use roller setting gauge in order to measure the pulling pressure correctly.

11. While pulling the strips if any of the strip is absorbed not having proper pressure
then pressure setting is adjusted for that strip present in the area and the above
procedures are again done for proper setting of rollers.

Thus the form roller to oscillator pressure is set properly.

Oscillator Roller setting with Distributor Roller :

1. Clean the inking rollers without any ink or washing chemicals.

2. Inch the machine manually till the ductor roller contacts the oscillator.

3. The packing sheet is taken and is cut into 12” x 2” strip in six numbers and 12” x 1”
strips in three numbers.

4. The packing sheet which cut should be of 0.05mm thickness.

5. Now the sandwich of film strips is prepared.

6. Sandwiches are prepared in three sets in a way that one 12” x 1” film is inserted
between two 12” x 2” film strips.

7. Each sandwich film strips are inserted between the Oscillator and Distributor Roller
at two ends and also inserted in the centre.

8. Now the machine is slowly inched in order to grip the sandwiches between these
two rollers.

9. Now the center 12” x 1” film strips are pulled manually for checking the roller
pressure.

10. If the pressure pulled is even and in required level in three ends then the roller
setting is correct.

11. We can use roller setting gauge in order to measure the pulling pressure correctly.

12. While pulling the strips if any strip is observed not having proper pressure then
pressure setting is adjusted for that strip present in the particular area and the above
procedures are again done up to proper setting of rollers.

Thus the pressure between the oscillator roller to distributor is set properly.
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Ductor roller setting with Oscillator roller :

1. Clean the inking rollers without any ink or washing chemicals.

2. Inch the machine manually till the ductor roller contacts the oscillator.

3. The packing sheet is taken and is cut into 12” x 2” strip in six numbers and 12” x 1”
strips in three numbers.

4. The packing sheet which cut should be of 0.05mm thickness.

5. Now the sandwich of film strips is prepared.

6. Sandwiches are prepared in three sets in a way that one 12” x 1” film is inserted
between two 12” x 2” film strips.

7. Each sandwich film strips are inserted between the ductor roller and oscillator at two
ends and also inserted in the centre.

8. Now the machine is slowly inched in order to grip the sandwiches between these
two rollers.

9. Now the center 12” x 1” film strips are pulled manually for checking the roller
pressure.

10. If the pressure pulled is even and in required level in three ends then the roller
setting is correct.

11. We can use roller setting gauge in order to measure the pulling pressure correctly.

12. While pulling the strips if any strip is observed not having proper pressure then
pressure setting is adjusted for that strip present in the particular area and the above
procedures are again done up to proper setting of rollers.

Thus the pressure between the oscillator to ductor roller is set properly.

Ductor roller setting with Duct roller :
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1. Clean the inking rollers without any ink or washing chemicals.

2. Inch the machine manually till the ductor roller contacts the oscillator.

3. The packing sheet is taken and is cut into 12” x 2” strip in six numbers and 12” x 1”
strips in three numbers.

4. The packing sheet which cut should be of 0.05mm thickness.

5. Now the sandwich of film strips is prepared.

6. Sandwiches are prepared in three sets in a way that one 12” x 1” film is inserted
between two 12” x 2” film strips.

7. Each sandwich film strips are inserted between the ductor roller and duct roller at
two ends and also inserted in the centre.

8. Now the machine is slowly inched in order to grip the sandwiches between these
two rollers.

9. Now the center 12” x 1” film strips are pulled manually for checking the roller
pressure.

10. If the pressure pulled is even and in required level in three ends then the roller
setting is correct.

11. We can use roller setting gauge in order to measure the pulling pressure correctly.

12. While pulling the strips if any strip is observed not having proper pressure then
pressure setting is adjusted for that strip present in the particular area and the above
procedures are again done up to proper setting of rollers.

Thus the pressure between the ductor to duct roller is set properly.
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